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BOMGAR
FOR PRIVILEGED ACCESS

Credential Management for Privileged Insiders and Vendors
Bomgar Vault TM helps companies easily secure, manage, and administer shared passwords and credentials for privileged users and
external vendors. Manage and rotate account credentials to improve security and compliance. Quickly identify and gain control of
vulnerable privileged credentials. Combine with Bomgar’s suite of Secure Access solutions to improve productivity and security.

STORE AND ROTATE PASSWORDS

FIND PRIVILEGED CREDENTIALS

Keep passwords safe in Bomgar
Vault and eliminate sticky notes
forever.

Uncover potentially non-compliant
credentials in your network and
close the door to attackers.

Secure Credential
Storage & Rotation
Bomgar Vault allows you to quickly place privileged
accounts behind a secure wall, ensuring logged and
restricted access. Bomgar Vault then rotates
credentials automatically, particularly when it
detects plain text passwords have been exposed.
By requiring two factor authentication to
access Bomgar Vault, you can further improve
security for accounts that may not allow two factor
authentication to be applied. And email alerts and
approvals can keep responsible parties informed of
credential use.

INTEGR ATE WITH PRIVILEGED
ACCESS
Use seamless credential injection
to make privileged access even
more secure.

Bomgar Privileged Access + Bomgar
Vault = Better Together
Integrating Bomgar Vault with Bomgar’s Privileged Access solution
allows you to directly inject credentials into servers and systems without
the user ever seeing plain text credentials. This significantly increases
security, as users can’t compromise passwords they don’t actually
know. Integrating Bomgar Vault also improves productivity by allowing
administrator accounts to access systems quickly without having to find
or track down credentials.
Bomgar Privileged Access immediately protects access to your systems
while you’re setting up credentials in Bomgar Vault, allowing you to more
quickly improve security and compliance.

Credential Management &
Discovery

Reporting, Compliance &
Availability

If your system administrators use certain accounts all the time, they
may remember the passwords. But often these shared accounts are
used infrequently, and the passwords are written down on sticky
notes or stored in unencrypted spreadsheets. Bomgar Vault allows
you to simplify the task of managing shared credentials and enable
platform specific policies to ensure the highest password
complexity per platform, not the lowest common denominator.

Bomgar Vault allows you to log, track, and create reports for all
credential activity. It also makes it easy to access data quickly for
security and compliance audits.

Bomgar Vault makes it easy to find all of the credentials within your
environment through automated credential scanning. You can
quickly determine whether or not credentials are privileged, check
if they’re active, and identify the age of each password. Bomgar
Vault also allows you to import credentials in a batch to quickly
build a hit list of accounts that need to be managed.

Bomgar Vault can be set up with high availability and disaster
recovery systems in place to ensure the system is always available.
The solution can rotate credentials, their associated services, and
even a group or cluster of servers with the same credential
at the same time - all without disrupting privileged user
productivity.
Bomgar Vault communications are encrypted and undergo regular
penetration testing, both internally and verified by third parties, to
ensure the highest level of security.

App to App Credential Security
Bomgar Vault also allows you to remove hard coded passwords
from applications and scripts, helping you secure and manage
application to application credentials that do not require human
intervention.

For more information, visit www.bomgar.com/vault.

ABOUT BOMGAR
Bomgar is the leader in Secure Access solutions that empower businesses. Bomgar’s leading remote support, privileged access
management, and identity management solutions help support and security professionals improve productivity and security
by enabling secure, controlled connections to any system or device, anywhere in the world. More than 10,000 organizations
across 80 countries use Bomgar to deliver superior support services and reduce threats to valuable data and systems. Bomgar is
privately held with offices in Atlanta, Jackson, Washington D.C., Frankfurt, London, Paris, and Singapore.
Connect with Bomgar at www.bomgar.com.
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